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Editor’s Note: This article is reprinted from the March, 1971 issue of VBS #12 (then an English-only publication) for the
benefit of Chinese readers.!
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۵ඒࡲڶΚڶՕଊΔڶ՛ଊΔ
ڶඦΕᜯᛎΕႆ॰Εऄณࢨਢ⒞ٛࡲΔ
ՈڶΕඒΕ৳ΕയΕࡲհ։Ζ۵ᎅ
ऱਢऄΔڶהല۵ඒ։ګխഏऱΔֲ
ءऱΔഏऱࢨਢᙔᥞऱΖຍࠄຟਢ߷ࠄ
࣍س۵৵ऱԳ։ࠐנऱΔהଚܑڶऱࠃ
ړΔ༉ࠩ؆૿ބរࠃࠐΖޢԫࡲਢԫ
ଡ॰Δהଚڇᖞ᧯խנݫ։ܑΙڶڇ
։ऱΕທ㠫ၲ࿗Ζהଚ༉ᎅΚψݺऱ॰ֺ
܃ऱ࿗֪ړΜݺਢඦࡲऱΔݺຍଡࡲ່
ړԱΔ۵ऄ༉ڇຍ㠪Μωאીނຍଡڶ
։ऱ۵ऄຟ։॰ܑ֪ԱΖ
ԾڶԳᎅΚψݺऱ࿗ֺ֪܃ऱ॰
ړΜᜯᛎਢ່ऱΔ۵ऄ༉ڇຍ㠪Μω
Գ༉ਢຍᑌΔञᓵᓴਢรԫΔᓴਢรԲΔ
፹ທᅀΖటחԳᙰ࿀Μψݺऱ࿗֪ᇿ܃
ऱ࿗֪լԫᑌΜωޢଡԳຟຍᏖᣢΔ᧩
۞աऱ壀ຏΔഒᎁ۞աਢ່ړऱΖ
ڇ۵ऄ㠪ΔୌᇙڶଡړΛୌ㠪ڶଡ
ᡏΛړ༉ਢൕᡏ߷ࠝࠐऱΔᡏՈ༉ਢൕړ
߷ࠝࠐऱΖլ։։܅Ζπ८ଶᆖρ
ᎅΚψਢऄؓΔྤڶՀΖωքలՕஃ
ՈᎅΚψૉߢڶऄፖԳΔܛᎉڿΖω!
ऄլߢױᤜΖ
Ծৢהࠡࠄڶ㠪ऱԳᎅהଚ߷㠪
ڶ۵ऄΔψ۵ऄڇຍ㠪Μω࣠ڕటਢ߷ᑌ
ऱᇩΔᣂ܃ڇऱৢ㠪ऱ۵ऄԾڶչᏖش
ࡋΛݙ٤شڶΖ۵ऄᐖՕΔܶץᖞଡऄ
Δڶԫଡֱچਢ۵ऄΙՈڶԫଡچ
ֱլਢ۵ऄΖ܃࣠ڕᎅڶ܃۵ऄΔ܃༉ڶ
ࢬചထΙ܃࣠ڕᎅڶ܃۵ऄΔຍՈਢച
ထΖऄլߢױᎅΜ
৻ᏖאױᎅຍଡࡲਢటऱΔ߷ଡࡲਢ
ऱΛటإऱ۵ऄܶץᆄڶΔ㠪૿ڶԫ
ଡటΔՈڶԫଡΖݎ༉ڇݎຍ㠪Ζ
ݺඒ֏ፖڶݺᒴऱԳΔۖլਢፖྤݺ

Buddhism has neither school nor sect: no Mahayana; no Hinayana;
no Caodong (Soto), Linji (Rinzai), Yun Men, Fa Yen, or Weiyang
Sect. There is no Chan (Zen), Teaching, Vinaya, Secret, or Pure
Land School. The Buddha spoke for the Dharma Realm; he did
not divide Buddhism into Chinese, Japanese, Thai, or Ceylonese.
These divisions were all made by men who came after the Buddha
with nothing better to do than to go out and look for trouble.
Every school is a door, and where there was a unity, they created
divisions, made walls and windows in the undivided, universal
Buddhadharma. In the undivided Buddhadharma, they built
partitions by saying, “My door is better than your window! I am
from the Soto Sect, the very best; the Buddhadharma is here.”
“My window is better than your door!” some replied. “Rinzai
Zen is the highest. The Buddhadharma is here.” People are just
people and make trouble by bickering over who is number one
and who is number two. What a headache! “My window is not
the same as yours!” each cries, showing off his spiritual powers
insisting that he is the best.
Within the Buddhardharma, where is good and where is
bad? The good comes from the bad, and the bad comes from
the good. Don’t split things up into high and low. The Diamond
Sutra says, “This Dharma is level and equal with nothing high
or low.” The Great Master Sixth Patriarch said, “If I said I had a
Dharma to give to people, I would be lying to you.” The Dharma
absolutely cannot be spoken.
Some, in other buildings, say they have the Dharma, “The
Buddhadharma is here!” If that is the case, of what use is your
Buddhadharma stuck there in your building? It’s of no use at all.
The Buddhadharma is vast and great, and it encompasses the
entire Dharma Realm. There is no place where the Buddhadharma
is, and there is no place where the Buddhadharma is not. If you
say that you have the Buddhadharma, you are attached; if you say
that you do not have the Buddhadharma, you are also attached.
The Dharma cannot be spoken.
How can you say one sect is true and another sect is false?
All of existence is contained in the genuine Buddhadharma and
within it there is no true and no false. The miracle is just here.
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ᒴऱԳΙࠌܛਢᤩ૫؍ۋ۵Ոྤऄඒ֏ፖה
ྤᒴऱԳΖ
ڶԫڻΔᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ࡉהऱݬଚܑࠩ
ऱഏ୮ࡺڜΖᅝ۵ࠩሒழΔ߷ଡഏ୮ऱ
Գᦟڶا०הΔ܀ਢ۵ऱݬᐰျ❨ؾຑ
ࠩሒழΔࡺاଚຟॺൄᑷൣΖڶԳം۵Κψ
չᏖ߷ࠩ܃ଡഏ୮ΔԳଚᦟڶ०܃Ι܃
ऱݬװΔথৰ࠹ᦟ०ࡋΛω
ᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ᎅΚψאܖڍڇছΔڶԫ
ኙ׀ڇ՞㠪ખΔהଚሖࠩԫጢ፫ᇎΖ׀
ᘣ༉ᒋದઍᙰΔՕᜢᎅΚόݶᠦၲຍ㠪Δຍ
ࠄ፫ᇎৰٲᙠΜύ܀ਢࠝথᎅΔόܑࢢΜ
ᅝګݺ۵ழΔݺᄎ٣৫ຍࠄ፫ᇎΖύω׀ᘣ
༉ਢڇऱᤩ૫؍ۋ۵Δࠝ༉ਢᐰျ❨ؾ
ຑΔ፫ᇎ༉ਢ߷ଡഏ୮ऱࡺاΙהڼڂଚፖ
ᐰျ❨ؾຑڶᒴΔፖᤩ૫؍ۋ۵থڶᒴΖ
ڶࠩᦫ܃࣠ڕԳᎅΔψ۵ऄݺڇଚຍ
㠪Ζω߷ࡳ्אױ܃۵ऄլהڇଚ߷㠪Ζڕ
࣠הଚᎅΚψڶ۵ऄݺڇऱࢪհ؆Ζω
הଚऱऄ༉ਢڽऱΖᣂڇԫଡࢪ㠪ऱ۵ऄ
ڶչᏖشΛ۵ऄ౨࣋ڇԫଡࢪ㠪ႯΛ
ऄྤࡳऄΔ৻Ꮦ౨ലऄ࣋ڇԫၴ՛ࢪ㠪
૿Λ
הଚᎅΚψڶ۵ऄݺڇऱࢪհ
؆Ζω߷ݺംΚψ܃࣠ڕऱࢪထ־ԱΔ
ᗈؓچΔਝڶ॰ΔՈڶ࿗Δऄၒ
װנႯΛᄎၒࠩୌ㠪ࡋװΛ۵ऄਢլᏺլ
྇ΔլৃլἑΔլسլᄰऱΖ৻܃Ꮦאױᎅ
۵ऄ༉܃ڇऱࢪ㠪૿Λω
ࢬݺᎅऱऄਝլړΔՈլᡏΙլݺڇ
ຍ㠪ΔՈլ߷܃ڇ㠪Ζ࣠ڕऄਢݺڇऱࢪ
㠪Δ߷ಡլਢԫଡ۞ߏܝႱऱऄΛటڐຟ
ਢ۵ऄΖ֚ඒΔળᗫඒΔࢬڶऱࡲඒຟץ
ܶڇ㠪૿ΖڶչᏖਢڇ۵ऄհ؆Δԫ֊ຟ
ڇ۵ऄ㠪૿Ζࠌܛਢ່ᏎᧂऱֱچΔ۵ऄՈ
ڶլڇΙ່ڇᑥἑऱֱچΔ۵ऄՈڶຐ
ఎΖݎ༉ڇݎຍរΜ
۵৫ڶᒴԳΔ۵ऱݬՈᚨᇠ৫֏ፖה
ଚڶᒴऱԳΖፖڶݺᒴऱΔشݺଉؚࣨຟؚ
լߨΙፖྤݺᒴऱΔהٻ֚ޢݺࠌܛଚᙰ
Ոఎլ۰Ζ
ݺඒԳ۵ऄΔݺլࢢԳᄎၒൾΖהଚࠐ
ࢨװΔຟԫᑌΖչᏖΛڂݺ༉ਢऄΖ
୪ྭԫଡؚ֯༓ᆄᆄߺΔՈڶၒڕנ
ࠐऱ֫༳֨ΖڼڂΔࠐࠐװװΔ܃ၒլൾ
ऱΔ܃ᝫڇຍ㠪Μ
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I teach those with whom I have affinity and not those with whom
I have no affinity. Even Sakyamuni Buddha was not able to teach those
who had no affinity with him.
Sakyamuni Buddha and his disciples once went to a different country
to have their summer retreat. When the Buddha arrived, the citizens did
not welcome him, but when the Buddha’s disciple Mahamaudgalyayana
arrived, the citizens were extremely courteous. Someone asked the
Buddha, “When you went, the people didn’t welcome you; but when
your disciple went, they did. Why?”
Sakyamuni Buddha said, “Many kalpas ago, when two woodcutters,
father and son, were working in the mountains, they ran into a hive of
bees. The father knit his eyebrows together and growled, “Let’s get out
of here! The bees are dangerous!”
But the son said, “Don’t be afraid. When I become a Buddha I will
cross over these bees first.” Now, the father was Sakyamuni Buddha,
the son was Mahamaudgalyayana, and the bees were the citizens of that
country, and so they had an affinity with Mahamaudgalyayana, but had
no affinity with Sakyamuni Buddha.
If you hear someone say, “The Buddhadharma is here,” you can
be sure that the Buddhadharma is not here. If they say, “There is no
Buddhadharma outside my building,” their Dharma is dead. What use
is the Dharma being stuck in one building? Can the Dharma be kept
in one room? There are no fixed dharmas, so how can you keep the
Dharma in one little building?
They say, “There is no Dharma outside my building.” I ask, “If
your building caught fire and burned to the ground so that there were
no doors or windows, would the Dharma run out? Where would it
go? The Dharma is not subject to increase or decrease. It is not impure
or pure, not produced or destroyed. How can you say it is in your
building?”
The Dharma I speak is neither good nor bad. It is neither here with
me nor there with you. If it were just in my building, wouldn’t that
be a selfish, stingy dharma? True or false, it’s all the Buddhadharma.
Catholicism, Protestantism, all religions are included within it. Outside
the Dharma there is nothing, and everything is contained within it. The
Dharma is not absent in even the most filthy places, nor does it linger
in the purest places. The miracle is just in this point.
The Buddha crossed over those with whom he had affinity. The
Buddha’s disciples should also cross over those with whom they have
affinity. The people who have affinity with me wouldn’t leave even if I
tried to chase them out by beating them with my incense board. But
those who have no affinity with me could not stay even if I bowed to
them every day.
I teach the Buddhadharma, and I am not afraid people are going to
run away. Whether they come or go, it’s all the same. Why? Because I
am the Dharma Realm. In one somersault, the Monkey King went one
hundred million miles and was still in the Buddha’s hand. So, running
here and there, you can’t get away. You’re still right here.

